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This paper distills from a research conference,
arranged by the Council for American Private EducatiOn (CAPE)Osix
questions that constitute-an aqenda foi research, on private:
edudati:oli. Discussed after each of thd'forlowing proposed questions
are some of the past .research studies relevant to the question, and

"%'the st'aius of'researchvin progress. (1) What orgabizational phenombria
are Most powerfully linked; either directly or indirectly, to.widely
valueldpupll outcomep? (2) What can we learn; from:studies involving
private schools, about 'the -range of Teasibleschool influence on
community well-being? (3) "What data sources,can be develolied'to make r
at leasA some of the spec' al research-Awortunities in private,
schools available to s olars? (4) What are the major impediments to
the development and pe etuation of piivate educational options in
response to consumer demand, and what are the most promising
strategies for limiting, reducing, or eliminating those impediments?
(5) What are-the Circumstances, frequency, and range of existing
relationships between public and private educational agencieS? adt
mutual influenCes are exercised, ,with what consequences for -

communities as a whole? (6) 'Hoi can we best advance our understanding
of private schools .as entities important their .own right, even
Apart.from what we might learn abont the fundamental processes t at ,

pervade all schools? (Author/MLF)
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,

On December I and 2, 1978, an extraordinary research conference

('identified hereinafter as the 'Washington Conprence") was, held in

A -

Washington'," D.,p. Arranged by the touncil for American Private

tducation (CAPE), funded by the National Institute of Education

(NIE), and involving notable.scholars andgractitioners, the con-

"ference addressed the' question, "Wbat is the most promising research

now feasible in private so400ls?"1

,.
This paper distills from the cference six questions which

.

constitute, in a sense,.an agenda for research on private educe-
,.

-

tiOn. Though I have attempted ib reflect the conferenCe consensus

in the fo .

lationof these questions, my judgments are unavoidably

subjective. AnOther scholar reflecting on the same conference could

easily produce another list, and perhaps even another emphasis-

Furthermore, during the several weeks since the Washington

^'6"-.44ealimfence, I have been influenced by talks with other scholars,
A. . ...*

by the completion (with Richard Nault) of a study of private schools, 1-----,\

, , ,

i

and by another agenda-building conference, sponsored by NIE (in

San Diego, from January,27 to 29, 1978, on "School'Organization and

Effects"). I think these experiences sharpened 'he insights acquired
1

at the Washington Conference but some colleagues II ght disagree.

-1. .
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,

*This paper was. produced under contract to the National Instite
of Education (NIE), and submitted on February 23,.1.978. NIE should
.not, of cohrse, be assumed to vovch for any judgments exprssed here.
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Two further caveats are needed.: First, I am proceeding on'
.

. .

the assumptiOn that NIE's interests,..as rIrcted in the Washington
. .._

Conference, veer toward the'researCh pole of the reSearch-develOpment

continuum. I therefore omit reference here to numerous excellent

development projectS, especially projects under the aegis of the

Jesuit Secondary Edudation Associatign and the National Catholic
a Nip

Educatidnal Association. This-omission should. not be taken to imply/
.,.. -

secondary Importan , but rather an effort to hew'to my task.

Second, most examples in this paper are drawn'from the conference ,

discussion. I do not intend to s est
,
that studies not mentioned

.
1

,

are necessarily less lustrous.

At the Washington Conference, the 'general approh was t list
-, -

and discuss promising studies. A,different strategy is adopte
\ .

-,
0

here -- to identify six major research questions., which those studies
o

(

aderessed, subsequenly discussing, illustratively, possible attacks.

u the questions.

he exchanges at the Washington Conference were stimulat

0

variegated, and wide-ranging. I can discern no all-pervasive theme,

save at a trivial level of abstraction_ The motif that came closest
s -

to predominating was as follows: Private schools warrant inquiry,

not only b' virtue of their share JgOthe spudent population, but

also because they make some fundamental educationa*1processes uniquely
.

.
.susceptible to inquiry. In a way, this'sta. ement flies in the face

t 0of the opinion. often expressed of late that the distinc'C tion between

public and ET/rate schools is analytically meaningless -- even

misleading.

os.

I

1
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!There is so,e.truth in the lhtteropinimil. 'If:onedefines.

as. "public" a'scLoithat. deals openlw ariainfbi-matively with its....:
._ /- .

A..
. ..

.

clients,' or accept6 clientS from a wide range of income strata, or
( 4

r I. .: ..,.

providei a door of oppOrt#nity to the oppressed 4Ati poor, then many

p0.,

.

rivately sponsored _schools are more "..puplic" tie
. .

;

pUlolitl.
..-

,,

sponspred%chOols.3. In making this oLservation,-hOweve4 one'shoUld%

-rnot overlook powerful factors that ratheruniformllyd gUish.

puiolic schopls from private schools,- t least in the c nt U.S.
4 .

,

. .7:. ., , .
-. context. To illustrate: Nault and I hyre postulated very ,,

..

0
4A .

tentatively, on the basis of our recent work, that factor's 1:41vasiv4

influencing school performance' include (a) the extent of voiunt

and exactitude (=1:4titiness) in client affiliation, (b) the 344ree cat
Ilik. .

i

institutional jeopardy (how reliable and liberal is theme flacal -support,

and to what extent is the supply of clients assured?) , (,c) the homo

, geneity of client expectations (can a reasonable consensuserb:e
.. . .

,,

the range of objeCres manageable?); Cd) the value-
.,

.

.

A. congruence between home and school, (e) the scope of; local autonomy,
4,

4

and (f) the availability in 'the school of powerful nonfiscal resources
it

from the community rellgloias authority fr9m a closely affiliated.:.
0!'" P

church, reinforcement from highly committed parents, or the influence:

of peers whose ues mutually catalytic). To suggest one practi-
.

.

' .1cal implication of all this: If 11;rther work shoUld demonstrate that

schools depending on vofuntarilyprovided,client fees;foc-the

all) of their fiscal sustenance (a) induce higher commi:tment from
A .

,/
parents and student's (partly because people ace mat -e, Value on what

,

they pay for and attempt to' ensure that their investments pay off);

F".

-3-
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13:00elicit enhanced perfratice from ,their personnel (partly because;
..,

'..

Undfarstaf'iing induces a strong
.

sense of being needed and apprediated,
? .

i., ,
i

end becauie 'shared lrgealP produaes.social'fo'rces conducive tolhigh;
f

a9hiwiiiiment),.(c) are 'more goai-focused 4nd cost-efficient because
. ,

/tImrange'of client expectatIons is manageaBle (partly because dis-

pInterp were screened, out by the elcacting affiliation' proceds), then
6- 4 r J !

it might fo low tha.e.all schoolsu piablic and private, would, be better
%.

off if funde tHrou4h user fees, made feasible.for low-income familleS.

6 .

by.creative taxation4evicea:5 Research leading to fi!idings and impli-
.

cations uch as these not only4reveals something about private'schools-i

it illuminates fundamenil pkocesSes that.influence all schools .

Thise'findings would never emerge froni empirical 'work in public

c4k.
school alone -- not as.public:schools are currently structured.

.
.

,

SThe mode of fiscal suppd schoolschools varies 'so little 'that the

effects of more. radical licies, such as a shift from support to

user fees, are impossible t6 discern empiridally. In manfother',

respects, the narrow range of pract ce in pUblic schools frustrates

empirical inquiry. 7 Thus, private edtAtion should' be viewed py

scholarS as providing variations for study and consequently, as I

,2r

indicates earlier, as makillq-d6M4.fpndamental education processes

uniquely susceptible to investigation:

Turning now to the most important research questions which I See

as emerging from shington Conference:

1. What organizational phenomena,(
1

susceptible to empirical scrutiny i

ecially phenomena 41110.sually

riv4te educational are -/)

finked,most powerfully eitHbr directly or ind.rectl'y, to widely 41alued
1/,

pupil outcomes , intellective and-ripeLintellective?

.3-
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This,0question seems to warrant. three modes of attack:
,

( ) ,eFpictrtorr, hyPothestg:generating,essentialiy Phenomen-'
., ,

. ,
. ./ .

/
,

tological Xinaludihg'ethnographic)%studies, designed to be4in
, t J

. f
P _,

.

the delieiopMent of grolihded theory; (b) conceptual -Work t
-*.0

aticulatte in painstaking .5fetall the p6sturated-causal ne7t-
,

warks, probahay complex, that copnect the organizational
1

norde'a: prdbably indirectly to' the widely-4alued p, ipil

I7es8 ;.1,F): more tra itional hyp thests-teStin .studies,

intemded'torindicat what aspects.: of .the theory arev:reason-
;

4bly.accurate and parsitytOnious (and thus useful .reference
_ . k

poin?ts for 'practice), and what aspects warrant, rejection,

modifidittion, or extension..

representingMany studies,
..-

of'these three 'modes of attack,
.

)

at the Washington Cdnferience;

of

(a) David Morton and

Rhode Island have been

combinations and vari,iations

were -Identified and discussed

his colleaaues at the Univerity

makAg provocative cOmparisons'Of

public and Catholic schbols, attemp-einaito determine Wh'ether

the superior achievement-test' means 'of Catholic schoOls

that state may be-tracedto any special

schlols .411.ther than their tendencythese

characteristic's. of.

(perhaps generally

,

overemphasized by scholars and laymen) to,atteact,students
.

with superior home backgroUhOs.9- The,4.orton.g?-tophas found,

among other things, that

school counterparts: (i)

6
was-conce9trated

comparison with their pu blic

the parochial. school

more specifically on the basic skiliSit:

(ii) parochial.schobl teacherill their stUdenTm as more

cooperative, motivated, discipliked, cheerful, 14.11t, and



interested; (41)' parocbial schotil students missed fewer days of

school pe: yeariswere bore iikely_to discuss school with their

parents, And mere more often assisted by their parents when.
-

doing school work. All of these findings could be interpreted,
. : ..( .

.

, V
. 1

I think, to indicate the presence cif factors I suggested earlier
i.

especially homogeneity of client expectations (permitting a

qp4efinitecuz.vicular focus), value-congruence between home

school, and.the availability:of powerful nOnfiscal resources

'fr ommuom.the cnity. No evidence emerged in the Morton study that

d

3

.!

thlipiho lic schools were selecting their students on any groand

other than.religion. Furthet work

has observed, to determine whether

is needed, as,Wili4am McCready
A

. .

the apparent existence of

highly supportive parental attitudes toward private schools is
0'

induded by the schools or is merely a function of subtle selection

fact -ors not detected in the Morton study'. -.

(13 Barry O. Anderson, unexpectedly prevented from attending

the washington (7onference: ney=b-rthelese communicated his interest\

in exploring some fairly dramatic policy differenc,0 between

public and private schools. In collaboration with Jonathan Mark,

Anderson recently found that costs in somftpublic school systems'

in the St. -Louis ivea had been increasing notably while the
I

student enrollment was decreasing. 10 Not only .had the new

4.

scarcity of instru6tional positions apparently curtailed teacher--0,0
,

(teachers presumably.were
,

reluctant to leave
-..._

. /

their current positibns for fear aZInot finding new,ones), so
a

highek and higher proportions of personnel were being paid at A0g .

thothigher salary levels, but also 4entral,adm.inistrative staffs

tUrnover drasticali

r _M -01
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had been growing in size (perhaps as a y of providing )ohs for displaced-
, . .

teachers). The researchers noted evidence to suggest that oth trends (de-

I-.. 4/___
veloping staffs composedmostly of teachers wipth many yearsOf experience

1 .
..1.

.

and increlksing,-the size of downtown 'Out....eaucracidsW were a good way to waste'..
T. .

- / ' '''
-
1
determine

.

money. It would .be a fruitful line of .inquiry, I think, to t whether.

private schools respond in markedly different ways to eilioilent crises. It '--

.....,

. is interesting to note William.McCready's report iii' this par.icular: '9.,.I4
..

i.. 4.tt

-
Chicago, the pubic-schoolspubic-schoolsN114

ls which edtteate approximate7W one-quarter million
, .

11.

students have approximately 3,500 full-time administrative,emploYees. On !

the other hand, Nhe Catholic schools in Chicago which educate approximately
9is

:

one-quarter million students students have a,full-time

staff of "approximately 11thirty-;five.

nistrative)

(c) Daniel L. Duke hasjontinuing interest in public-and private

"alternative schools. Perusing his research repor'ts, I am struck by the

\impression that public alternativ1 etscho9Arsoften adopt approaches-whicti-

normally distingurivate schnols from public schools, such aa'smaller

size, more indAvid,lal mf,re client homogeneitY, more voluntarism

in affiliation and other respectq, inducemente which attract unusually'dom-
/

P' r
mitted teachers, local autonomy, and a s nq sense of community.44Iuch

.4 4;::

in line with the emphasis vault and t.",
9

placed on inst-itutional.106pard.

0
as a soi.rce of cbinTitment among personnel and ikients, Duke observes

the alternative sVpols look best to him during' their initial years, before

they become c"' ortably establish d.13 A&

(d) Nault a d I propose to continue our above-mentioned work along_
.

three related lines in the five most westerly provinces of Cailada 'First,
/ 4

we are launching ttlenext phase (with continuing, support f the Spencer

Foundation) of"bur'crOss-prov ncial corearisonv a phase in which we will

explore further the consequences for Catholic schools of tliedramatically

not

*.F.;
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different ,policy frameworks that aPply:fromprovince tp. prOinceand,s0M47/

timegjrom city to city (PubJA versus private.su rt and a25015'arJOA
.

.:. ,. . .

_.,,
. .'.. .

degrees of coercion versus volUntarist in client)afliliatiOnI,
, Sei0Onct, :.we)

are prOjeting a longitudinal. investigation of_theeffects of _the:
. -.. ;,

.

/'
i , a.

, /

money (and related regulition):whiCA will soon impinge onPriateSchooia
e,:

.
7-

,
. .

.'''

throtIghout British.Calumbia for .the first time. in that pz:Ovince'S hiStOry.

N.- ., \ :.

Third, lqe-are Iann4ng.an'inqUirY into the' ."voucher aexperiment naw under
. v : - - . . .

,
way in at least two Canadian Cities; in these c?.-ties parents.:maY Chooser

1'.' :.
freely (within limits of school capacity) from'am all public and CatholIF

schools, and.public funds are apportioned to all tee schools on the basiS

pf student pnrollment.

(f) S'eve±al scholarswat the Washington C

ti

erence, .eKpresSed interest in

coverAg the distinguishing characteristics of private schodls which, ad-
? ,

cording.to pUtative'evidence, are much moretost-effeeLve than nearby public

schools when dealing with isadvantageinorities .g., Blacks and Hispanics):

(Jencksiosuggested several year ago that Blacks Might- be better off if, lik4

Catholics decades earlier, they developed private schools of their own

avenues of upward mobility, and more recently the Congress, of Ra. 1 Equality

has announced the conclusion the Blacks may have to find in p i schools.

the educational opportunittes they have sought, thus far mainly public
N1/4.

r

schools.) 4? In terms of 'one proposal, (i) a.nAtional list of reputedly out-.

standing schools of this tpe would be obtained from well-informed pfersons ink

many areas of4e country, (ii) by mans of site visits and prelimihaiky data,
L,

scho&s mouldreduce the list to a relatively s hall sample /perhaps a dozen),

....stratifi.ed\by region, of the schools whose repu ations fot superiority naked

most elearly warranted, (iii) data would be, ga ered, by means of closp-up

disciplt6y methods, both to determinetmore concluslNely wheth2r the reputations

of the "delightful dozen"rwere justified and tO`uncovek co istent differendeo

between these schools and nearby itrun-yof-;the -mill" schools differences

9



..,. 4-

',could plausibly xplain theNcontragtirk4. ..:evelS of'--proddstivity, and,.

A
(iv) ,;'if Impressive results emerged,,. ythe would be reduced to spepific

hypotheses and subjected 4..oTigorou-S. sjtatiAlc tests with als.ampTe,

x,

more adequate in size. Some work along this line has IpEtdy!.:been,

.done by Eugene Hemrick and Thomas Vitullo-Martin.

(g) Bruce Cooper is planninoTto conduct, in three.Jewlsh

J

,Ae

QCs.

40,-;

yJ

11t -.4.2.)
s - -

-P.;.:- `
.

ItisQupsi (Orthodox, C9nservative, Reform), a comparison '6f parents'
J

who\ patronize Jewish day schools and parents who pr r;othei Modes
).;

. -

Y.

of Jewish edutation (e.g., afternonn and Saturday sch s) . Work , 4
. .

of ,thi.E kind should complement several aroachee mentioned earlier.
_

pp lti

1 . %s3- 9-:
y be sensitive to many subtle chaacterist_ics o Shools\:. . ,`'- .1;-.

..i . -

PaKents

that OA'rtside observers w ho do not- consult them may over1.0044PUrther7

more, as Bronfenbtenner has argued eloquently of late, It !s' di, iiloiis
, a .0.0

to act as if schools can be.understood oUt.of contekt, apai..ct'fT'oM thsir
1.5

17:"ecology". One must take into account a wide range of possibAe

relationShips between schools and homes; to say nothing of other

institutions_

(h) I should mention parenthetically, for thei bene it of scholars

rrt

IA

outside NIE-, that NIE's current study of public and private high schools,-..

,directed b9. Susan Abramowitz, may help illuminate the organizational

phenomena which, perhaps especially in private schools, are pouWfully

.linked to widely 'valued pupil Ablatcomes.

As for the second qUesticIn emerging from the_ Washington' Conference:

2_ What can we learn, from studies involving private schools, abou,r.
*

the range,of'feasible school influence on community well jeing?,
A

In a number of rgspetts, efforts to achievpgreatgi racial'justicer-

-9-
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in society beans of racial integration in public Schools.have had

disappointing results.
16

legislators, adthinistrators, and

judicial personnel most directly involved in this effort have given

little apps ent consideration, however, to fundamental structural.

reforms in public schools (e.g.,. modes of fiscal surort what provide J.

4
e

unusual incentives) or to policieS which visualize public and privatO,'',

schools ,as complementary agencfes for 'community preservation and

improvement. -(John Coons and Stephen Sdgarman have urged these

approaches in Los Angeles). Furthermore, the racially segregating

"tendencies of some private schools have been documented and-publictze0
fteme.

in highly simplistic fashion with little attention to Private schools

which exhibit opposite dynamics, or to.the important indirect or

subtle influendbs of schools which appear, in superficial analyses, '

to have a negativ community impaci-,
17

A5; long ago as 1966, Greeley

and Ro4i.- demonstrated that schools whicth Gegregate reli.giouely may .

Contribute, not *,4 divisive attitudes, but to thefability of their

student to relate tn the wider world in adultliood. 18
Similar though

not identical indic*.ions can be found i Kopan's work,
1 '

George
.

Madaus and I, in our research for the President's Commission on School,'
4 4

Finance,, prodt&ed evidence that sothe'private schools were playing a -

critikcal role in the stabilitizaticn of communiti threatened by a
.4.

-----1'flight of middle'- class residents to. the suburbs. However, our investiga-

tion in this regard was extremely limited by Constraints of time and

moRey, and thus the. findings cannot be 'generalized unless corroborated

with more adeate Samples.

%

-
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Thomas Yitullo-Mrtin reported at the Washington Conference two tentative
. 1.

but pirov ive suggestions from his own research ''in New' York: First,
. .

4

students attendinglseveral private .schools which.enlled few BlaCks Were
*--

. .

dxawn from areas where the public schools were even Tore segregated.
. 4) ,

Second, the City of New'York might have prevente4 th emigra' ion 6f many'

..well-to-do families and thus,-on balance , prevented t e dete ration of'

many neighborhoods and many services to the poor, if it had partially
, )

subsidized the private schools these well-to-do families were p4tronizing.

In the light of the continuing crises faced by Tahy cities, it is difficult

4to understand why more resources haVe not been allocated to the develop-
,:

ment of reliable knowledge in this area. For example, the "delightful

dozen" inquiry mentioned earlier might produce Much relevant, useful

idence.

Racial integration is but one example of the many-aspects of neighborhood

well-being that may be affected, directly or Indirectly, by private schools,

McCready has sug4ested that private schools may contribute, to the social
.

.

diversity that.apparentlY makes neighborhoods more attractive, to many 4
21

people_ Also, he pointg out, we know virtually nothing as yet concerning

the effects, particularly in depressed inner-cities, of'gipg.n4 people pore

'choice among schools and mor-e'control and influence within the schools their'
k

children attend.
22

We are beginning to discover how public school reputatiOns affect

'41neighborhood attractiveness and propertyvalues. It seems obvious that

;pie should also know ab ut the impact of the availability,andreputations

. of private schools.

$
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3. In .alla ht ecial research b.

''''

ortunitmes in

private' schools, mhatdata sources can be developed to make at
..,. .. ,

least some of these bpportunities widely, efficiently. availAble

h lars?

Important advances have been made of late fh the'avail

i

-

°ability of systematicNinfOrmation about the nations private schools.
r .- .

The National Associatiodof IndepeAdent Schools and the Board of

Parisi Education of the Lutheran Thurch -- Missouri Synod --\have

for many years engage1p highly commendable efforts to assemblet-
data in readily avaLble form, about the schools affiliated with

/ \
them.

23
Since 1969, the data bank of

4

the National Catholic Educa-

tion Association (NCEA) has been a highly useful source of information

. 24 /
for scholars. The National Center for Educational Statstics (NCES)

now pro:Vides significantly more useful data on private schools

25
than. heretofore. Nault, Coo per, and I completed lment-

.

trend analysis in 1977 which is still useful for many purposes

`will soon be published by NIE in a book on changing enroll-

ment and its implications in public and private schoOls.26 On

the basis of a "universe list" of_private schools compiled by the

Council for American Private Education (CAPE), NCES is now con-

'ducting, through CAPE and NCEA, a systematic national study of major
ti

Nprivate school characteristics, the resultssof which should be useful

to many schgflars. CAPE has recently been involved in efforts to im-

prove the estions ked, relevant to privaschools, by th6 U.S.

Naureau of the Census. In addition, CAPE has been inst

-12-

ntal in the
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1
....-

,

.

,. .,
recent, creation of the NatioA6IRepoditory of .nformation on, American _*:?

0

Private Schools blr ERIC (the Educational Resol4-ces Information Center)
, * i

system
27

The recently established organization '7- for '

7
Research on Private Education (ARM, had created a ervice tha ill

f

scan a wide variety of sources for articles, chapters, books, theses,

etc., relevant to private schools and will proiide abstracts of the

aterials thus identified.
28

LRecently, Robert Lamborn of CAPE and I

met'with three officials at ERIC"s national headquarters to discuss

ways of 1.9proving El(IC's processing of material relevant to private

schools, 4nd especially somempossible relationships between the ERIC

system and the above- mentioned ARPE scanniniand abstracting service.

Further efforts are under way A the latter particular.
1

One particularly important aspect of data avakilability-
.

concerns non- aggregattve data banks -- systematic masses of data,
glt

most likely on computer tapes or discs, which scholars can analyze

in studies in which the student, the teacher; and other micro-entities

are the /nits of analysis. Public school systems and the. National

Assessment. of Educational Progress have been widely criticized for

gathering data in an aggregated form that makes sophisticated (41

sometimes even unsophisticated) policy analyses impossible. The

political realities which dictate that largely innocuous approach to
ti

- data acquisition show signs of intensifying rather than diminishing.

Ramarkably`little attention has-been given to the most obvJj64; alterna-

tive -- acquire to data from private schools, which function within an
yo*

entirely different tOamework of political constraints.

)
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#Over a period f nearly two decades have found, both:in my own

inquiries and in student dissertatio s, that private schools in.-.

i
general are vas ly more receptive than pubIlc Schoold to empirical

.

,..

inquiry: informal queries to colleagues su est that this experience

is widespread. At least two small beginnings toward the assembling

of significant banks of fion-aggregated data are discernible at is

point. Barry Anderson has been massing on computer tapes, at'

Washington University, impressive arrays of data w h plys to

utielize in various ways in his future inquiries, including his abpve-
.

mentioned explorations of stark policy contrasts between public and
A

private ,schoo3\. am currently i touch with two large CatholiC

11dioceses.whose leaders are planning the development of what, so

far as we can ascertain, may be the first computerized-data processing
O

system in which all raw data (on stiudent-S, teachers, schools, etc.)

will enter the system in non- aggregated form, making possible a wide

variety of sophisticated longitudinal analyses. As my major reason

for assisting in this effort, I am interested in incorporating 'into

the system an unprecedented onnual array of data designed to contribute

to the work of scholars in several frontier areas, especially those

1r
areas now roughly subsumed by the rubric, "scho41ol organization and

effects," the topic of the above-mentioned San Diego ConfereAce

sponsored by NIB..
4

Assuming, as it seems entirely valid to do, that a primary ilvediment

to progress in a number of areas of educational research appears

to be the discouragingly widespread need to use proxies in the

absence of directly relevant variables, and to use aggre ate data



when

Prt-cori

-1 -p -,

-unitd,of analysis are essential-to-analyt* claiiy, high
i4 . ."" Alb

fiould be given to` assembling the abbve-suggestd non-

aggregative banks of data from private school Organizations that,' .

would actively cooperate. do eo 'would require sophisticated,

painstaking effort over several nths, at least. Establishing

prioriti s among the long of,data which even a fdw carefully-
'

selected s lays might request would be an4ceedingly critical and

,demanding task, though far from impossible. Something -like $100,000

perspicaciously devoted to.this work ht do more t4 advance knowledge
7

.

than $100 milliOn spent on torturous, ,enormously complx statistical

) analyses applied to r idiculous -crosssectiona1 proxies and aggregations.

Numerbus leading scholars woul0 need to participate extensively in

the effort, lest the information turn out to be appropriate only to

ill- conceived or outmoded conceptualizations.

14.
What are the major impediments to the development and Arkfost-

uation of private educational options in response to

id wfia k. are the most promising strategies for 1

eliminating those impediments?
I

er demand,

reducin

Economists have delineated well various aspects of the "double

Mow

taxation" handicap imposed on patrons of private schools, and thus on

private schools themselves. 29
Some aspects of the total financial

picture are constantly changing, however. -Barry Anderson has suggested

an analysis ofr the apparent tendency for the nation's public sector to
ole

mushroom out pf co5ttrol, partly by "feeding on the'private sector."

-15-
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'he observes, recent develtpMents relattng to the Pa;ticuilarly
"4.

fedeMal civti service retirement system. (which benefil)s

-the publiC'sector.exclusively),.'in.juxteposition to CongressionaX

enactment of a new.schedule of preciplious Social Security tax

'increases (which might add44ormoggly to personnel costs, in the

pr vate sector, including hard-pressed educational institutions

ma be a goi)d example of the tendency. 4 developments of this

type have been adequately analyzed and brought to the public

"--attention_as a basis for rational policy. In the meantine, greater

and greater p
at
roportions of the private sector, espeiallr&our

.

highly-vulnerable private educational institutions, may be Qbliter-

ated, not as a result of fact-enlightened debate in the public

forum, but through default.

Students of the law, similar/y, have published voluminous

/ analyses Of the Supreme Court's role in denying many forms of fiscal

.redress to private schools, and of the relationship of that role,

as rationalized by the Court, to the history of the First Amendment,

to the strong strain of anti-,Cathylic prejudice in Apileglitn culture,

and to, numerous other factors. 30 r
Here again, though extensive work

4

h een done, tore remains to done. Stephen Aronsp-plowing

enew ground, currently with sum+ from the'ltockefeller Brothers

FUnd, on implications, in the light of the First Amendment, of the
J

increasingly transpaAnt fact that public schools, like church?frelated

schdola, are far from neutral, in life style and ideology.31

/-k
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1

rwitl-Nothers at Beikeley; profssors Coons and Sugarman of the Univers-.

ity of California School of Law hd'Ire been analyzing >the i;s\ke

in the light of the child's bestinterests, authority to govern

child's upbringing (including formal education) is best placed,

have designed numerous creative strategies for introducing

f where,

the

and

sumer choice into the legal'frameworks (and resulting fiscal constraints)

32that govern p lic-and private schools in the Unitid States.

Some o most provocative recent thinking along this line

has been done by economist E; d. West, who has' produced a highly

originative analysis of fundamental 1.6gal and economic issues.3

West has argued persuasively, for example, that the classic economic

N./
arguments for "free", tax-supported schools have all collapsed. He

'advocates gradual movement (bY4means which he carefully delineates),

toward a policy of supporting all schools, public, and private, through

.user fees. He effectively destxoys the myth that impoverished people
-

do"not rently pay forokhe education of their dffsbring (throUgh

a lifetime of taxation), and proposes a novel system of future taxa-
ti

X

tion that Might function as a loan arrangement-, enabling 'people to

pay schooling costs-(vhile their children are in s ol, payikg out

of lifetime e ngs rather than current income. He demonstrates

that the basic fiscal consequences for schools of his, positive pric-

ing system need not be, radically different from the fiscal consequences

of present arrangements, except that current constraints on consumeK

. choice,plus the negative results of guaranteeing the survival of

public school s,ystems,.regardless of the' effectiveness, would be

-17-
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overcome ..n atmanner that the Supreme Court Would be hard put to

N\.
brand as-'unconstitut.idnal,

4
It should be obvious, even tothe relatively uninitiated,

that funds Should be-available for the highly promising inquiries

going forward in this area;

5. What is the range of existing relationships (cooperative,.

competitive, cdmPlementary) ..between public and private educational

agencies? Under what circumstances, and with what frequency, are

the relationships complementary, cooperative, competitive, antagon-

istic? What mutual influences are exercised, with what consequences

for communities and society as a who)e?

Those of us who have observed public and private educational

agencies over the years know thatIrelationships bet n them run a'

wide gamut between extensive; cordial cooperate on to intense, destruc-

tive , cynical antagonisM. In the above - mentioned) work for the

Presid t s Commission on School Finance, Madaus produced 24

case udies of cooperation between public and private (almost

entirely Catholic schools at the local.leve1.34 These case studies

*ere widely distributed geographically,but available resources did
tie

r

not permit us to determine how widespread was any type of cooperation.

In the latest of a series of.studies'of private school participation

under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Actvie

:evident that the intent of the Congress isdstill.subverted extensive-
.0

35ly by state and local public educational agencies. The results of

ti



of "shared time" programs in Many cities, though sometimes examined
-/-,

locally, have never in recent years, to my knowred4e,keen analyzed

-systematically as a national phenomenon .

36
Consequently, despite

an extensive history of public Private relationships in. education,
3 ,

much of it accessible in existing doduments, wq_know very little

c -
indeed abdut the causes,

0
dynam4cs, and Consequendes of these relation-

.

ships,thou we may be sure th t thejlation s. public and private

schools Oft n have,power to facilitate or impede each other's efforts.

The consequences of the interaction,of these schools for the wider

'community must often be profound.
. -

One aspect of this question is particularly neglected, in

my personal view: Beyond twoiefforts of my own to document -- lakgely

through the methods of "oral history" -- what actually happens to

people when public educational officials prosecute parents under laws

'which compel child attendance, during a given age bracket, at some
ti

locus of instruction whit a state is willing to recognize as a

"school", this story, which during the past three decades alone must

involve ahundred 'episodesl,of human misery, is still essentially

untold, and will soon become largely inaccessible except in-the meager

detail 4of fortuitous written records, unless something more systeth-

atic is done, and,soon. 37
In the absence of a large-scale' study

launched by an interested historian, this task is perhaps best under-
.

taken in decentralized fashion, by a few dozen graduate students,-each

carefuLly documenting, mostly by means of careful, extensive inter-
%
viewing and cross-checking, the events in 'a single episode. Thus far,

1
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j
I have ,had no success in persuading students to undertake-thiit

partly because of the travel costs which they would normally have t6"
.

.

..--. \

assume. Very recently, hbwever,,I have received an encouraging

response t. he suggestion that some agency should create a small

gant fund fOr is purpose. Parenthetically, then, let me encourage

professors and students who are interested in this type of research

to contact me, in, case the needed funds become aval4.able,goon. 38

6. How can we best advance our understanding of private schools

as important- in their own right, even apart from what we

miglA learn about the furfdamental processes that pervade all schools?
0=0

I have often been contacted, as I assume many other scholars

have been, for rather straightforward information about private schools,L

such as their levels of fiscal .support, the characteristics of

their patrons or the most basic reasons why they seem more cost-effectr

ive, than public schools in many situations. It is dismaying to

respond to most of these inquiries with a declarati n of ignbrance,

as if this nation did not care about the schools which eduoated

approximately ter perdent of all its young.at the elementary and

secondary le ls. The situation has improved somewhat in connec-
.

1. .

tiOn with sey ral efforts discussed earlier in this paper, and

Could improVe further in connection with several efforts suggested

earlier. To mention another three specific ideas: .Adequate

support should be rZgdestavailable, I think, for-the efforts of

Patrick Duffy to provide the first reasonably comprehensive delineation

-20-
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of legal' nciples affecting' private s ools, afd
4

Lane's interest in.thelvarying:Social. networks that
'`-

private schools create.(some';private schoOls-gbem,

for Ralph k

.7

different

for. Gample,

to 7ater to cosmopolitans, others to locals). Wt need, as Lane.

points op.tif, to.desgribe, the ways in atholic school history

differs in some cities,. apparently dramatically, from the pattern

elineated in Chicago 14 James Sanders. 39
amso elegan

fascinated by ideas advanced by Richard Nault: 'We 5 could

Study ih rich,detail the connection between philosophy and various

aspects of day-to-day fu441101Whing in several distinctive private

A

school types that are now endangered species, and we.should examine,

in these and other private schools, the determinants and consequences
.

of systems of belief and value in human beings: But, since the latter--

two ideas, particularly, have implications for every aspect of our

society, are are obviously back full circle to the fii..st research

question-mentioned in-this paper. We thus have illust1ated again a

central dictum of scholarly inquiry: The disinterested! pursuit of. 4,

knowledge often turns out, in retrospect, to be the most productive

way of ameliorating human problems.
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